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BOARD BOOKS

KATJA REIDER • HENRIKE WILSON
Witty rhymes and guaranteed to lull your
child to sleep: it’s the new Piggy board book!
It’s been a great day, wonderful in every way,
and now Piggy has to go to bed? But he’s
not even tired! Well, he has to give his teeth
a clean, and brush and wash till he’s pristine – check the stars give him a wink, then to
the kitchen for a drink. Is the moon still in the
sky, do turbines feel the wind go by? Are there
monsters in his room, hiding in the evening
gloom? Where is Hop, the cuddly toy? Dad
will find him for his boy. And then it’s storytime,
just look! Mummy’s ready with her book.
Piggy’s exhausted hog parents will still need a
little patience, though, before his eyes actually
close … But at the end, they will have this:
a great big, oinky bedtime kiss!

The day was great – a real delight!
Now Piggy's meant to say ‘good night’?

Katja Reider who was born in 1960, worked in a
PR agency and as a press spokeswoman before
she discovered writing. Her bestselling series
Rosalie and Trüffel has been translated into over
20 languages. She lives with her family in Hamburg.
katjareider.de

Illustrationen ©: Henrike Wilson

Henrike Wilson who was born in Cologne in 1961,
studied graphic design and painting. Today she is a
freelance illustrator based in Berlin. She illustrated
the picture books Der kleine Weihnachtsmann,
Die kleine Schusselhexe and Schaf Charlotte,
which was named one of the best-illustrated books
by the New York Times.In 2020, Hanser published
her Das kleine Nein-Schwein and in 2021 Ab in
die Wanne, Ferkel!, both books starring Piggy.

1

Sales
All rights available

• Wonderful, rhyming fun for tired children,
fathers and mothers

Katja Reider
Henrike Wilson
Ab ins Bett, Ferkel!
It’s Nighty Night, Piggy!
20 pages
Format: 17 x 17 cm
From age 2
February 2022

• The book for your bedtime ritual
• Little children love Piggy

2

BOARD BOOKS

HENRIKE WILSON
No! Piggy doesn’t want to get up!
It’s cosy and warm in bed.
That’s how it all starts. Because Piggy has to
get up. At least that’s what Mum says. And
get dressed. And eat his porridge. And brush
his teeth. But Piggy doesn’t want to. Not one
little bit. No! No! No! Mum can say whatever
she wants and scold Piggy as much as she
wants. But Mum keeps quiet and puts Piggy
on the back of her bike. Without his jacket and
gumboots. They arrive at kindergarten much
too late. And then Mum leaves again very
quickly. Piggy’s tummy is rumbling and he’s

The beloved Piggy picture book – now in board book
format for our youngest readers

cold too. Saying no today isn’t any fun at all!
Will Mum come back soon? Yes, there she is!
And finally, she takes Piggy into her arms!

Everybody should be allowed to have a no-day!

Sales
All rights available

Illustrationen ©: Henrike Wilson

Henrike Wilson
was born in 1961 in Cologne, and studied graphic
design and painting there and in the USA. She
now lives and works as a freelance illustrator in
Berlin. She has illustrated the picture books series
Der kleine Weihnachtsmann, Die kleine Schusselhexe and Schaf Charlotte, which won a New York
Times Best Illustrated Children’s Books award.
In 2020, the large-format picture book Das kleine
Nein-Schwein launched her new series starring
the Piglet character. This was followed in 2021
with the board books Ab in die Wanne, Ferkel!
and in 2022 Ab ins Bett, Ferkel!, put into rhyme
by Katja Reider.

3

• For all those angry kids who
say ‘No!’ to everything and their
exasperated parents

Henrike Wilson
Das kleine
Nein-Schwein
The Little No-Piggo
20 pages
Format : 17x17cm
From age 2
February 2022

• Wonderfully moody Piggy,
drawn by Henrike Wilson
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PICTURE BOOKS

MICHA FRIEMEL • JACKY GLEICH
An honest, brave and witty picture
book about saying goodbye, death,
and what happens afterwards.
Grandma is sick, even if she says she’s fit as
a fiddle. Leonor notices because Grandma
won’t sing karaoke anymore. And because
Mummy is so sad. But Grandma doesn’t
want to talk about death: Leonor is still too
small. And yet she understands far more
than they all think. While helping her Mummy
do the compost, Leonor discovers what
exactly happens with worms: they eat dead
things and turn them into soil. Vegetables
grow out of the soil. Leonor loves green peas
and carrots. Once Grandma has grown into
a carrot, Leonor wants to feed her to a horse.
That way Grandma will become
a horse, gallop to the stars and listen
from afar when Leonor sings to her.

A comforting book that helps children to say goodbye

Micha Friemel was born in 1981, studied history
and German language and literature in Basel, and
then gained a BA in »Literary Writing« from the
Swiss Literature Institute in Biel. She lives with
her husband and four children in Santa Maria Val
Müstair. Her first picture book for Hanser, Lulu in
der Mitte was published in 2020.

Illustrationen ©: Jacky Gleich

Jacky Gleich was born in 1964 in Darmstadt,
and studied animation at the Film University
Babelsberg; she now lives in Switzerland. She has
illustrated over 80 books for children and adults,
and has received numerous prizes for them, including the German Children’s and YA Literature Prize
for Hat Opa einen Anzug an? (text: Amelie Fried).
jackygleich.de

5

Sales
All rights available

• Told in a manner suitable for
children and illustrated with
a light touch by Jacky Gleich
• A witty, modern approach

Micha Friemel
Jacky Gleich
Oma Erbse
Grandma Peas
32 pages
Hardcover
Format : 28,5 x 22cm
From age 5
February 2022

to discussing death
• Encourages and provides
an opportunity for discussion
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PICTURE BOOKS

JUTTA RICHTER • PETRA RAPPO

A little hippo lives in the zoo, between
railings, tufts of grass, and a whole lot of dust.
If he was as tall as the giraffe, he would
be able to see the Nile. If the pool wasn’t
so dirty, he would go for a swim. And if he
had a herd, he wouldn’t be so lonely. Every
night he dreams of the sky and the sun, of
mud and a herd and a wide river. Until his
longing grows bigger than his unhappiness.
And the hippopotamus runs off. Through the
railings, dust and cities, across mountains
and valleys. So long and so far, until all the
seagulls in the sky call: »Nile, Nile, the hippo
is coming.« And the little hippo dips
its snout into the river and whispers: »Nile,
Nile, here I am.« A picture book about
longing and homesickness – and
a little hippo who outgrows himself.

»Jutta Richter is one of
the best German children’s
books authors.«
Carola Zinner, Süddeutsche Zeitung

Illustrationen ©: Petra Rapp, Autorinnenfoto ©: Jutta Richter

Jutta Richter was born in 1955 and is one of the
most successful children’s book authors in Germany.
Her books have been translated into 31 languages
and received numerous prizes, including the German
Children’s and YA Literature Prize and the Catholic
Children’s and YA Book Prize. She recently published
a fascinating trilogy of children’s books centred on
the character of Frau Wolle. jutta-richter.de
on Facebook and Instagram
Petra Rappo has worked on numerous books as a
graphic designer and illustrator since 1992. Her book
Baum an Baum was included in the 2016 Buchkunst
Foundation’s List of Most Beautiful German Books.
The book designer, graphic artist and visual artist
lives in Basel. petrarappo.ch • on Facebook
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Sales
All rights available

• A little hippo who outgrows himself
• A book about longing and homesick
ness – timeless, poetic and evocative

Jutta Richter
Petra Rappo
Nil, Nil, ich komme!
Nile, Nile, I’m coming!
40 pages
Hardcover
Format : 28,8 x 21,5cm
From age 4
May 2022

• By children’s literature
prizewinner Jutta Richter
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

ISABEL PIN
What will my life look like once
I’ve grown up? Who do I want to be?
Do I want to live on my own or with friends?
Do I want to travel around the world or would
I rather build a house? Could I become a football player or a chef? Every child has different
wishes, dreams and ideas for their future.
One might want to explore the oceans, build
wind turbines and always be learning
something new. Another might want to go on
adventures, plant a vegetable garden or
simply not do anything. This book presents
40 wishes, ideas and hopes of girls and boys.
Isabel Pin has collected these ideas and
transformed them into fanciful images. An
inspiration for children and their parents to

have
»Someday I’d love to
live on
a bunch of kids and
ickens,
a huge farm with ch
dogs, and horses …

Illustrationen: © Maja Bohn

Isabel Pin
was born in 1975 in Versailles, and now lives in
Berlin. She studied illustration in Strasbourg and
at the Hamburg Hochschule für Gestaltung. Since
graduating, she has worked both as an illustrator
and writer for German and international publishers on over 40 books, many of which have been
translated into other languages. The most wellknown of these include Ein Regentag im Zoo and
Die Geschichte vom kleinen Loch. Her work has
been awarded several German and international
prizes, and has been nominated several times for
the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Prize (ALMA).
isabelpin.de
on Instagram: @isabelpinworksbooks
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reflect upon themselves and their own future.

one
d I’d love to live all al

… an
in peace and quiet.«

Who am I?
What do I want?
What will I become?
What will I be?
Sales
All rights available

• 40 children’s wishes that make
you look forward to the future
• An inspiring and encouraging

Isabel Pin
Später möchte ich mal …
Someday I’d love to …
48 pages
Hardcover
Format : 16 x 24cm
From age 6
March 2022

celebration of diversity
• Sparks conversations between
children and their parents,
and encourages reflection
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

German’s
Children’s
Literature
Award Winner

Foto ©: Paula Winkler

Dita Zipfel

CHILDREN'S FICTION

DITA ZIPFEL • BEA DAVIES

The new children’s book by
YA literature prizewinner Dita Zipfel:
a firework of wit and imagination!
Jonny Ant isn’t like other ants. However
much he tries, the others are always better:
they can carry more, smell and see better
than him, and always fit through the tunnels
in their anthill. When Jonny’s suspiciously
large body starts to tremble and he is
diagnosed with the contagious Broommps,
he decides he’s had enough. Together with
his friend Butz – the only ant in the world
who doesn’t like to work – he runs away.
Together they get caught up in an adventure
in which Jonny’s weaknesses increasingly
turn out to be strengths. Because thanks
to Broommps, some things are suddenly
possible that he would never have dreamt of …

Tomorrow’s classic children’s book –
»Clever, witty and screamingly funny« Finn-Ole Heinrich
Sales
All rights available
Dita Zipfel was born in 1981 and writes children’s
books, theatre plays and screenplays; she lives
in Berlin. In 2019, Hanser published her YA book
debut, Wie der Wahnsinn mir die Welt erklärte.
It received numerous prizes, including the German YA Literature Prize and the Korbinian –
Paul Maar Prize. ditazipfel.de

Illustrationen ©: Bea Davies

Bea Davies was born in Italy in 1990, lives in
Berlin, and works as a freelance illustrator and
graphic novelist. In 2016, she was awarded the
Comic Invasion Berlin Emerging Artists Prize
and the Mart Stam Stipend. Broommps is her
first children’s book. beatricedavies.com
on Instagram: beanaomidavies • on Facebook
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• How a loveable dung beetle
becomes a hero
• Why Jonny is perfect the way he is –

Dita Zipfel
Bea Davies
Brummps
Sie nannten ihn Ameise
Broommps
They Called Him Ant
136 pages
Hardcover
Format : 16 x 24cm
From age 6
January 2022

a book about identity, friendship
and families
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

For all (underestimated) little sisters in the world

KATJA REIDER • HILDEGARD MÜLLER

So – I’m Rosa,
ten years old, and
I’m just the little
sister here.

The youngest person in the family
is always the most spoilt, right?
As if! Ten-year-old Rosa is constantly
having her older sister Johanna and big
brother Matti’s hand-me-downs forced
upon her, and is not taken seriously at all.
Condemned to be a baby for life – it’s so
incredibly annoying! But when their parents
head off to a family party and leave the three
children home alone for the night, Rosa gets
her chance: the wild party Johanna throws
goes completely off the rails, as does Matti’s
horror film night, after which no one dares go
to sleep. Of course Rosa will do her best
and rush to help them! Somehow having
siblings isn’t such a bad thing, is it?

Sales
All rights available
Katja Reider was born in 1960 and worked for a
PR agency and as a press officer before she discovered writing. Her bestselling Rosalie und Trüffel
series has been translated into over 20 languages.
In 2021, Hanser published her picture book Bestimmer sein – Wie Elvis die Demokratie erfand. Katja
Reider lives with her family in Hamburg and has
worked there for many years on promoting literacy
and reading skills. katjareider.de
Illustrationen: © Hildegard Müller

Hildegard Müller was born in 1957 and lives and
works as an author, illustrator and freelance artist in
Mainz. She has received several awards for her picture books. Her illustration work for Hanser includes
the bestselling Ich bin hier bloss series. himue.de
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• Authenticity guarantee: both the
author and illustrator are little
sisters themselves
• A witty take on your family

Katja Reider
Hildegard Müller
Weltbeste kleine Schwester
World’s Best Little Sister
144 pages
Hardcover
Format : 12,5 x 20,5cm
From age 8
March 2022

members’ quirks
• Reading fun for the whole family
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Y O U N G A D U LT ' S F I C T I O N

A moving novel and a call to
courageously oppose prejudice

J U LYA R A B I N O W I C H

Madina has left war and its horrors, and
her dangerous escape, behind her.
At last she feels like she’s arrived: she and
her family live with her best friend Laura, she
does’t have to wear any ill-fitting clothes from
the donations box anymore, and no one at
school would ever question that she belongs
there. But then the mood shifts. Racist
scrawls start to appear on the walls, and every
Thursday a group chants on the main square:
»Foreigners out!« – just a few at first, but then
more and more of them. It’s a stress test, not
just for Madina, but for everybody who lives
in the village. But Madina decides not to look
away – and she finds allies. A blazing call to
oppose exclusion and the division of society!

»An impressive book about friendship,
migration and growing up.«
Ute Wegmann, Deutschlandfunk, on Me, In Between

»Powerful language… a unique voice that
forces you to listen to it.« Katrin Hörnlein, Die Zeit

Foto: © Heribert Corn

Julya Rabinowich
was born in 1970 in St. Petersburg and, since 1977,
has lived in Vienna – where she also studied. She
works as a writer, columnist and painter, as well as
as an interpreter. Her most recent publications with
Deuticke were Die Erdfresserin (2012) and Krötenliebe (2016). In 2016, with Me, In Between, she published her first book for young adults with Hanser. It
was awarded, among others, the Friedrich Gerstäcker
Prize, the Austrian Children’s and YA Book Prize and
the Luchs Award (Die Zeit & Radio Bremen), and was
also voted one of the 7 best books for young readers
by Deutschlandfunk radio. In 2019, she published
another YA book: Hinter Glas. julya-rabinowich.
com • on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
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Sales
All rights available

• A young woman finds her way

Julya Rabinowich
Dazwischen: Wir
Us, In Between
256 pages
Brochure
Format : 14 x 21,5cm
From age 14
January 2022

in a new homeland
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Y O U N G A D U LT ' S N O N - F I C T I O N

KATRIN KÖLLER • IRMELA SCHAUTZ
Bi, cis or non-binary? Everything you need
to know about love, identity and sex

No sooner have we come into the world than
we are pigeonholed: it’s a boy! Or: it’s a girl!
Why do we do this? And how do all the people
who can’t identify with the gender mentioned
on their birth certificate feel about it? How
should you react if your best female friend’s
crush isn’t male but female? This book sheds
light on what LGBTIQA+ means, and who
the people behind these letters are. It explores
social, health-related and legal questions,
gives people affected by these issues a
voice, and introduces us to organisations
that promote gender diversity. An activist,
empowering book, respectful, topical,
and artistically illustrated and designed.

Sales
All rights available
Katrin Köller is an author, translator and journalist specialising in children’s and youth media.
She lives and works in Berlin.
kathrinkoeller.com

Illustrationen: © Irmela Schautz

Irmela Schautz was born in 1973 and studied
painting and graphic design as well as stage
and costume design; she now works as a freelance illustrator. She has been teaching at the
Akademie für Illustration und Design in Berlin
since 2012.
irmela-schautz.de • on Instagram
and on Facebook
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• A modern non-fiction book that
avoids pointing a pedagogical finger
• For acceptance and respect,
openness and tolerance
• With practical information about helpful

Katrin Köller
Irmela Schautz
Queergestreift
Alles über LGBTIQA+
Queer-striped
Everything You Need to
Know About LGBTIQA+
240 pages
Brochure
Format : 17 x 24cm
From age 11
May 2022

organisations and communities
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Y O U N G A D U LT ’ S N O N - F I C T I O N

N AV I D K E R M A N I
»There must be something emanating
from this man that we could use right
now. You might call it humanity.«
Tobias Haberl, SZ-Magazin

»When he was lying in hospital, I promised Grandpa to teach you about Islam
once he was no longer with us – about

»One of the most exciting
intellectual voices in Germany.«
The New York Review of Books

our Islam, the Islam I grew up with.«
Thus a father begins telling his daughter a
story every evening – not just about his own
religion, but about the things that unite all
people of faith: about God and death, about
love and the infinity that surrounds us. This
highly personal book is not just an enchantment and a literary masterpiece – it also
provides us with a wealth of insights, thanks
to Navid Kermani’s daring to write into the
darkness, and thus give expression to his,
to our own lack of answers. And also because
his prose, his thoughts, his knowledge of two
cultures are so unique, so bright and so deep.

The bestselling author explores the
big questions and the meaning of life

Sales
All rights available

Foto ©: Heike Bogenberger, Motiv ©: Shutterstock.com, Naomi Marcin

Navid Kermani
was born in 1967 in Siegen, and now lives and
works as a freelance writer in Cologne. He has
received numerous awards for his literary and
essayistic work, including the German Book Trade
Association’s Peace Prize and, more recently, the
Hölderlin Prize of the City of Homburg. His most
recent publications with Hanser were Sozusagen
Paris (a novel, 2016) and the children’s book
Ayda, Bär und Hase (2017). His non-fiction book
Wonder Beyond Belief: On Christianity was
published in 2016 by C. H. Beck.
navidkermani.de • on Facebook
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• Winner of the German Book Trade
Association’s Peace Prize in 2015
• The essence of his thought:
a call for us to come together
• A book for young adults, for adults,

Navid Kermani
Jeder soll von da,
wo er ist, einen
Schritt näher kommen
Fragen nach Gott
Come a Little Closer, All
of You, Wherever You Are
Questions about God
240 pages
Hardcover
Format : 14 x 21,5cm
From age 14
January 2022

for seekers
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BACKLIST BOARD BOOKS

ROTRAUT SUSANNE BERNER

BACKLIST PICTURE BOOKS

K AT H R I N S C H Ä R E R

50.000
copies
sold

At last! A children’s search-and-find book
with Little Charlie – including a game

Every child knows feelings of fear,

of ›where is the baby chick?‹

joy, anger and sadness. Kathrin

Now children can dive into Little Charlie’s

Schärer gives a face to 30 emotions

world of puzzles, get to know where he lives

in expressive animal pictures:

and all his friends, as well as helping him find

A meerkat stands resolutely on a diving

the baby chick. And there is so much more

board: he is courageous. An ermine jiggles

waiting to be discovered on every page –

nervously from one foot to the other in the

squirrels, bugs, storks and many other crea-

queue: she is impatient. Two piglets stare

tures. We set off from Little Charlie’s bedroom

at the ghost with their eyes open and their

where his cuddly toys are tucked up in a

mouths open – they are terrified. A little bear

handcart. But where is the baby chick? In the

shyly hides behind his mother. In an offended

meadow? In the city? In the park? Or in the

pose, a chameleon crosses its arms. Angrily

woods? Together with his cousin Kathy, Monika

the rabbit stomps his paw. – A treasure chest

and tracker dog Bello, Ole on his scooter and

of emotions, in which even the smallest

Friedrich & Wilhelm on their skateboards,

readers can discover and recognise,

looking for baby chicks is so much fun. Until

name and distinguish feelings.

everyone arrives at Grandma’s house
and there’s a surprise waiting.

Happy, brave

Illustrationen ©: Rotraut Susanne Berlner / Kathrin Schärer

Sales
Croatia (Planet Zoe), Czech Republic (Paseka),
Catalonia (Flamboyant), France (La Joie de Lire),
Iran (The Institute for Research on the History of
Children's Literature), Italy (Feltrinelli), Russia
(Melik-Pashaev), Spain (Flamboyant)

Rotraut
Susanne Berner
Karlchen und
der Kapuzen-Klub
Ein Such- und Wimmelbuch
Little Charlie and
the Hoodie Club
A search-and-find
picture book
Colour illustrated
Approx. 20 pages
Cardboard picture book
with rounded corners
Format: 20 x 24,3 cm
From age 2
September 2021
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or anxious? How do you feel?

Sales
Denmark (Turbine), Italy (Il Castoro), Netherlands
(Gottmer), Spain (Lóguez)

Kathrin Schärer
Da sein
Was fühlst du?
Being There
What are you feeling?
Color illustrations
throughout
64 pages. Stiff soft
cover with rounded
corners
Format: 21 x 27,7 cm
From age 3
January 2021
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R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S

China (mainland)

Hercules Business & Culture GmbH, Niederdorfelden
Hongjun Cai, cai@hercules-book.de
phone: +49-6101-407921, fax: +49-6101-407922

Italy

Anna Becchi, Genova
Anna Becchi, anna.becchi@libero.it
phone: +39-010-2512186

Japan

Meike Marx Literary Agency, Hokkaido
Meike Marx, meike.marx@gol.com
phone: +81-164-25 1466, fax: +81-164-26 38 44

Korea

MOMO Agency, Seoul
Geenie Han, geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr
phone: +82-2-337-8606, fax: +82-2-337-8702

Russia

Maria Schliesser, Literaturagentur Berlin
Maria Schliesser, schliesser.maria@gmail.com

Spain, Portugal

Ute Körner Literary Agent, S.L., Barcelona

and Latin America

Sandra Rodericks, sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com
phone: +34-93-3238970

C O N TA C T

Hanser Kinderbuch
Anne Brans
phone: +49-89-99830-519

fax: +49-89-99830-460
e-mail: anne.brans@hanser.de
Vilshofenerstraße 10
81679 München
Germany

Worldwide
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